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Abstract
We describe the maximum-likelihood parameter estimation problem and how the Expectation-
Maximization (EM) algorithm can be used for its solution. We first describe theabstract
form of the EM algorithm as it is often given in the literature. We then develop the EM pa-
rameter estimation procedure for two applications: 1) finding the parameters ofa mixture of
Gaussian densities, and 2) finding the parameters of a hidden Markov model (HMM)(i.e.,
the Baum-Welch algorithm) for both discrete and Gaussian mixture observationmodels.
We derive the update equations in fairly explicit detail but we do not prove any conver-
gence properties. We try to emphasize intuition rather than mathematical rigor.
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1 Maximum-likelihood

Recall the definition of the maximum-likelihood estimation problem. We have a density functionp(xj�) that is governed by the set of parameters� (e.g.,p might be a set of Gaussians and� could
be the means and covariances). We also have a data set of sizeN , supposedly drawn from this
distribution, i.e.,X = fx1; : : : ;xNg. That is, we assume that these data vectors are independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) with distributionp. Therefore, the resulting density for the samples is

p(Xj�) = NYi=1 p(xij�) = L(�jX ):
This functionL(�jX ) is called the likelihood of the parameters given the data, orjust the likelihood
function. The likelihood is thought of as a function of the parameters� where the dataX is fixed.
In the maximum likelihood problem, our goal is to find the� that maximizesL. That is, we wish
to find�� where �� = argmax� L(�jX ):
Often we maximizelog(L(�jX )) instead because it is analytically easier.

Depending on the form ofp(xj�) this problem can be easy or hard. For example, ifp(xj�)
is simply a single Gaussian distribution where� = (�; �2), then we can set the derivative oflog(L(�jX )) to zero, and solve directly for� and�2 (this, in fact, results in the standard formulas
for the mean and variance of a data set). For many problems, however, it is not possible to find such
analytical expressions, and we must resort to more elaborate techniques.

2 Basic EM

The EM algorithm is one such elaborate technique. The EM algorithm [ALR77, RW84, GJ95, JJ94,
Bis95, Wu83] is a general method of finding the maximum-likelihood estimate of the parameters of
an underlying distribution from a given data set when the data is incomplete or has missing values.

There are two main applications of the EM algorithm. The first occurs when the data indeed
has missing values, due to problems with or limitations of the observation process. The second
occurs when optimizing the likelihood function is analytically intractable but when the likelihood
function can be simplified by assuming the existence of and valuesfor additional butmissing (or
hidden) parameters. The latter application is more common in the computational pattern recognition
community.

As before, we assume that dataX is observed and is generated by some distribution. We callX theincomplete data. We assume that a complete data set existsZ = (X ;Y) and also assume (or
specify) a joint density function:p(zj�) = p(x;yj�) = p(yjx;�)p(xj�)
.

Where does this joint density come from? Often it “arises” from the marginal density functionp(xj�) and the assumption of hidden variables and parameter value guesses (e.g., our two exam-
ples, Mixture-densities and Baum-Welch). In other cases (e.g., missing data values in samples of a
distribution), we must assume a joint relationship between the missing and observed values.
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With this new density function, we can define a new likelihood function,L(�jZ) = L(�jX ;Y) =p(X ;Yj�), called the complete-data likelihood. Note that this function is in fact a random variable
since the missing informationY is unknown, random, and presumably governed by an underlying
distribution. That is, we can think ofL(�jX ;Y) = hX ;�(Y) for some functionhX ;�(�) whereX
and� are constant andY is a random variable. The original likelihoodL(�jX ) is referred to as the
incomplete-data likelihood function.

The EM algorithm first finds the expected value of the complete-data log-likelihoodlog p(X ;Yj�)
with respect to the unknown dataY given the observed dataX and the current parameter estimates.
That is, we define: Q(�;�(i�1)) = E hlog p(X ;Yj�)jX ;�(i�1)i (1)

Where�(i�1) are the current parameters estimates that we used to evaluate the expectation and�
are the new parameters that we optimize to increaseQ.

This expression probably requires some explanation.1 The key thing to understand is thatX and�(i�1) are constants,� is a normal variable that we wish to adjust, andY is a random
variable governed by the distributionf(yjX ;�(i�1)). The right side of Equation 1 can therefore be
re-written as:E hlog p(X ;Yj�)jX ;�(i�1)i = Zy2� log p(X ;yj�)f(yjX ;�(i�1))dy: (2)

Note thatf(yjX ;�(i�1)) is the marginal distribution of the unobserved data and is dependent on
both the observed dataX and on the current parameters, and� is the space of valuesy can take on.
In the best of cases, this marginal distribution is a simple analytical expression of the assumed pa-
rameters�(i�1) and perhaps the data. In the worst of cases, this density might be very hard to obtain.
Sometimes, in fact, the density actually used isf(y;Xj�(i�1)) = f(yjX ;�(i�1))f(Xj�(i�1)) but
this doesn’t effect subsequent steps since the extra factor,fX (Xj�(i�1)) is not dependent on�.

As an analogy, suppose we have a functionh(�; �) of two variables. Considerh(�;Y) where� is a constant andY is a random variable governed by some distributionfY(y). Thenq(�) =EY[h(�;Y)] = Ry h(�;y)fY(y)dy is now a deterministic function that could be maximized if
desired.

The evaluation of this expectation is called the E-step of thealgorithm. Notice the meaning of
the two arguments in the functionQ(�;�0). The first argument� corresponds to the parameters
that ultimately will be optimized in an attempt to maximize the likelihood. The second argument�0 corresponds to the parameters that we use to evaluate the expectation.

The second step (the M-step) of the EM algorithm is to maximize the expectation we computed
in the first step. That is, we find:�(i) = argmax� Q(�;�(i�1)):

These two steps are repeated as necessary. Each iteration is guaranteed to increase the log-
likelihood and the algorithm is guaranteed to converge to a local maximum of the likelihood func-
tion. There are many rate-of-convergence papers (e.g., [ALR77, RW84, Wu83, JX96, XJ96]) but
we will not discuss them here.1Recall thatE[h(Y )jX = x] = Ry h(y)fY jX(yjx)dy. In the following discussion, we drop the subscripts from

different density functions since argument usage should should disambiguate different ones.
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A modified form of the M-step is to, instead of maximizingQ(�;�(i�1)), we find some�(i)
such thatQ(�(i);�(i�1)) > Q(�;�(i�1)). This form of the algorithm is called Generalized EM
(GEM) and is also guaranteed to converge.

As presented above, it’s not clear how exactly to “code up” thealgorithm. This is the way,
however, that the algorithm is presented in its most general form. The details of the steps required
to compute the given quantities are very dependent on the particular application so they are not
discussed when the algorithm is presented in this abstract form.

3 Finding Maximum Likelihood Mixture Densities Parameters via EM

The mixture-density parameter estimation problem is probably one of the most widely used appli-
cations of the EM algorithm in the computational pattern recognition community. In this case, we
assume the following probabilistic model:

p(xj�) = MXi=1 �ipi(xj�i)
where the parameters are� = (�1; : : : ; �M ; �1; : : : ; �M ) such that

PMi=1 �i = 1 and eachpi is a
density function parameterized by�i. In other words, we assume we haveM component densities
mixed together withM mixing coefficients�i.

The incomplete-data log-likelihood expression for this density from the dataX is given by:

log(L(�jX )) = log NYi=1 p(xij�) = NXi=1 log
0@ MXj=1�jpj(xij�j)

1A
which is difficult to optimize because it contains the log of the sum. If we considerX as incomplete,
however, and posit the existence of unobserved data itemsY = fyigNi=1 whose values inform us
which component density “generated” each data item, the likelihood expression is significantly
simplified. That is, we assume thatyi 2 1; : : : ;M for eachi, andyi = k if the ith sample was
generated by thekth mixture component. If we know the values ofY, the likelihood becomes:

log(L(�jX ;Y)) = log(P (X ;Yj�)) = NXi=1 log (P (xijyi)P (y)) = NXi=1 log (�yipyi(xij�yi))
which, given a particular form of the component densities, canbe optimized using a variety of
techniques.

The problem, of course, is that we do not know the values ofY. If we assumeY is a random
vector, however, we can proceed.

We first must derive an expression for the distribution of the unobserved data. Let’s first guess
at parameters for the mixture density, i.e., we guess that�g = (�g1; : : : ; �gM ; �g1; : : : ; �gM ) are the
appropriate parameters for the likelihoodL(�gjX ;Y). Given�g, we can easily computepj(xij�gj )
for eachi and j. In addition, the mixing parameters,�j can be though of as prior probabilities
of each mixture component, that is�j = p(component j). Therefore, using Bayes’s rule, we can
compute: p(yijxi;�g) = �gyipyi(xij�gyi)p(xij�g) = �gyipyi(xij�gyi)PMk=1 �gkpk(xij�gk)
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and p(yjX ;�g) = NYi=1 p(yijxi;�g)
wherey = (y1; : : : ; yN ) is an instance of the unobserved data independently drawn. When we
now look at Equation 2, we see that in this case we have obtained the desired marginal density by
assuming the existence of the hidden variables and making a guessat the initial parameters of their
distribution.

In this case, Equation 1 takes the form:Q(�;�g) = Xy2� log (L(�jX ;y)) p(yjX ;�g)
= Xy2� NXi=1 log (�yipyi(xij�yi)) NYj=1 p(yj jxj;�g)
= MXy1=1 MXy2=1 : : : MXyN=1 NXi=1 log (�yipyi(xij�yi)) NYj=1 p(yj jxj;�g)
= MXy1=1 MXy2=1 : : : MXyN=1 NXi=1 MX̀=1 �`;yi log (�`p`(xij�`)) NYj=1 p(yjjxj ;�g)
= MX̀=1 NXi=1 log (�`p`(xij�`)) MXy1=1 MXy2=1 : : : MXyN=1 �`;yi NYj=1 p(yjjxj ;�g) (3)

In this form,Q(�;�g) looks fairly daunting, yet it can be greatly simplified. We firstnote that
for ` 2 1; : : : ;M ,MXy1=1 MXy2=1 : : : MXyN=1 �`;yi NYj=1 p(yjjxj;�g)

= 0@ MXy1=1 : : : MXyi�1=1 MXyi+1=1 : : : MXyN=1 NYj=1;j 6=i p(yj jxj;�g)1A p(`jxi;�g)
= NYj=1;j 6=i

0@ MXyj=1 p(yjjxj;�g)1A p(`jxi;�g) = p(`jxi;�g) (4)

since
PMi=1 p(ijxj;�g) = 1. Using Equation 4, we can write Equation 3 as:

Q(�;�g) = MX̀=1 NXi=1 log (�`p`(xij�`)) p(`jxi;�g)
= MX̀=1 NXi=1 log(�`)p(`jxi;�g) + MX̀=1 NXi=1 log(p`(xij�`))p(`jxi;�g) (5)

To maximize this expression, we can maximize the term containing�` and the term containing�` independently since they are not related.
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To find the expression for�`, we introduce the Lagrange multiplier� with the constraint thatP` �` = 1, and solve the following equation:@@�` " MX̀=1 NXi=1 log(�`)p(`jxi;�g) + � X̀�` � 1!# = 0
or NXi=1 1�` p(`jxi;�g) + � = 0
Summing both sizes over`, we get that� = �N resulting in:

�` = 1N NXi=1 p(`jxi;�g)
For some distributions, it is possible to get an analytical expressions for�` as functions of everything
else. For example, if we assumed-dimensional Gaussian component distributions with mean� and
covariance matrix�, i.e.,� = (�;�) then

p`(xj�`;�`) = 1(2�)d=2j�`j1=2 e� 12 (x��`)T��1` (x��`): (6)

To derive the update equations for this distribution, we needto recall some results from matrix
algebra.

The trace of a square matrix tr(A) is equal to the sum ofA’s diagonal elements. The trace of a
scalar equals that scalar. Also, tr(A + B) = tr(A) + tr(B), and tr(AB) = tr(BA) which implies
that

Pi xTi Axi = tr(AB) whereB = Pi xixTi . Also note thatjAj indicates the determinant of a
matrix, and thatjA�1j = 1=jAj.

We’ll need to take derivatives of a function of a matrixf(A) with respect to elements of that
matrix. Therefore, we define@f(A)@A to be the matrix withi; jth entry [@f(A)@ai;j ] whereai;j is thei; jth entry of A. The definition also applies taking derivatives with respect to a vector. First,@xTAx@x = (A+ AT )x. Second, it can be shown that whenA is a symmetric matrix:@jAj@ai;j = ( Ai;j if i = j2Ai;j if i 6= j
whereAi;j is thei; jth cofactor ofA. Given the above, we see that:@ log jAj@A = ( Ai;j=jAj if i = j2Ai;j=jAj if i 6= j ) = 2A�1 � diag(A�1)
by the definition of the inverse of a matrix. Finally, it can be shown that:@tr(AB)@A = B +BT � Diag(B):
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Taking the log of Equation 6, ignoring any constant terms (since they disappear after taking
derivatives), and substituting into the right side of Equation 5, we get:MX̀=1 NXi=1 log (p`(xij�`;�`)) p(`jxi;�g)

= MX̀=1 NXi=1��12 log(j�`j)� 12(xi � �`)T��1` (xi � �`)� p(`jxi;�g) (7)

Taking the derivative of Equation 7 with respect to�` and setting it equal to zero, we get:NXi=1��1` (xi � �`)p(`jxi;�g) = 0
with which we can easily solve for�` to obtain:

�` = PNi=1 xip(`jxi;�g)PNi=1 p(`jxi;�g) :
To find�`, note that we can write Equation 7 as:MX̀=1 "12 log(j��1` j) NXi=1 p(`jxi;�g)� 12 NXi=1 p(`jxi;�g)tr���1` (xi � �`)(xi � �`)T�#

= MX̀=1 "12 log(j��1` j) NXi=1 p(`jxi;�g)� 12 NXi=1 p(`jxi;�g)tr���1` N`;i�#
whereN`;i = (xi � �`)(xi � �`)T .

Taking the derivative with respect to��1` , we get:12 NXi=1 p(`jxi;�g) (2�` � diag(�`))� 12 NXi=1 p(`jxi;�g) (2N`;i � diag(N`;i))
= 12 NXi=1 p(`jxi;�g) (2M`;i � diag(M`;i))= 2S � diag(S)

whereM`;i = �`�N`;i and whereS = 12PNi=1 p(`jxi;�g)M`;i. Setting the derivative to zero, i.e.,2S � diag(S) = 0, implies thatS = 0. This givesNXi=1 p(`jxi;�g) (�` �N`;i) = 0
or �` = PNi=1 p(`jxi;�g)N`;iPNi=1 p(`jxi;�g) = PNi=1 p(`jxi;�g)(xi � �`)(xi � �`)TPNi=1 p(`jxi;�g)
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Summarizing, the estimates of the new parameters in terms of the old parameters are as follows:

�new` = 1N NXi=1 p(`jxi;�g)
�new` = PNi=1 xip(`jxi;�g)PNi=1 p(`jxi;�g)�new` = PNi=1 p(`jxi;�g)(xi � �new` )(xi � �new` )TPNi=1 p(`jxi;�g)

Note that the above equations perform both the expectation step and the maximization step
simultaneously. The algorithm proceeds by using the newly derived parameters as the guess for the
next iteration.

4 Learning the parameters of an HMM, EM, and the Baum-Welch
algorithm

A Hidden Markov Model is a probabilistic model of the joint probability of a collection of random
variablesfO1; : : : ; OT ; Q1; : : : ; QT g. TheOt variables are either continuous or discrete observa-
tions and theQt variables are “hidden” and discrete. Under an HMM, there are two conditional
independence assumptions made about these random variables that make associated algorithms
tractable. These independence assumptions are 1), thetth hidden variable, given the(t � 1)st
hidden variable, is independent of previous variables, or:P (QtjQt�1; Ot�1; : : : ; Q1; O1) = P (QtjQt�1);
and 2), thetth observation, given thetth hidden variable, is independent of other variables, or:P (OtjQT ; OT ; QT�1; OT�1; : : : ; Qt+1; Ot+1; Qt; Qt�1; Ot�1; : : : ; Q1; O1) = P (OtjQt):

In this section, we derive the EM algorithm for finding the maximum-likelihood estimate of the
parameters of a hidden Markov model given a set of observed feature vectors. This algorithm is also
known as the Baum-Welch algorithm.Qt is a discrete random variable withN possible valuesf1 : : :Ng. We further assume that
the underlying “hidden” Markov chain defined byP (QtjQt�1) is time-homogeneous (i.e., is inde-
pendent of the timet). Therefore, we can representP (QtjQt�1) as a time-independent stochastic
transition matrixA = fai;jg = p(Qt = jjQt�1 = i). The special case of timet = 1 is described
by the initial state distribution,�i = p(Q1 = i). We say that we are in statej at timet if Qt = j. A
particular sequence of states is described byq = (q1; : : : ; qT ) whereqt 2 f1 : : :Ng is the state at
time t.

A particular observation sequenceO is described asO = (O1 = o1; : : : ; OT = oT ). The
probability of a particular observation vector at a particular time t for statej is described by:bj(ot) = p(Ot = otjQt = j). The complete collection of parameters for all observation distri-
butions is represented byB = fbj(�)g.

There are two forms of output distributions we will consider. The first is a discrete observation
assumption where we assume that an observation is one ofL possible observation symbolsot 2
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V = fv1; : : : ; vLg. In this case, ifot = vk, thenbj(ot) = p(Ot = vkjqt = j). The second form
of probably distribution we consider is a mixture ofM multivariate Gaussians for each state wherebj(ot) =PM̀=1 cj`N (otj�j`;�j`) =PM̀=1 cj`bj`(ot).

We describe the complete set of HMM parameters for a given modelby: � = (A;B; �). There
are three basic problems associated with HMMs:

1. Findp(Oj�) for someO = (o1; : : : ; oT ). We use the forward (or the backward) procedure
for this since it is much more efficient than direct evaluation.

2. Given someO and some�, find the best state sequenceq = (q1; : : : ; qT ) that explainsO.
The Viterbi algorithm solves this problem but we won’t discuss it in this paper.

3. Find�� = argmax� p(Oj�). The Baum-Welch (also called forward-backward or EM for

HMMs) algorithm solves this problem, and we will develop it presently.

In subsequent sections, we will consider only the first and third problems. The second is addressed
in [RJ93].

4.1 Efficient Calculation of Desired Quantities

One of the advantages of HMMs is that relatively efficient algorithms can be derived for the three
problems mentioned above. Before we derive the EM algorithmdirectly using theQ function, we
review these efficient procedures.
Recall the forward procedure. We define�i(t) = p(O1 = o1; : : : ; Ot = ot; Qt = ij�)
which is the probability of seeing the partial sequenceo1; : : : ; ot and ending up in statei at timet.
We can efficiently define�i(t) recursively as:

1. �i(1) = �ibi(o1)
2. �j(t+ 1) = hPNi=1 �i(t)aiji bj(ot+1)
3. p(Oj�) =PNi=1 �i(T )

The backward procedure is similar:�i(t) = p(Ot+1 = ot+1; : : : ; OT = oT jQt = i; �)
which is the probability of the ending partial sequenceot+1; : : : ; oT given that we started at statei
at timet. We can efficiently define�i(t) as:

1. �i(T ) = 1
2. �i(t) =PNj=1 aijbj(ot+1)�j(t+ 1)
3. p(Oj�) =PNi=1 �i(1)�ibi(o1)
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We now define i(t) = p(Qt = ijO;�)
which is the probability of being in statei at timet for the state sequenceO. Note that:p(Qt = ijO;�) = p(O;Qt = ij�)P (Oj�) = p(O;Qt = ij�)PNj=1 p(O;Qt = jj�)
Also note that because of Markovian conditional independence�i(t)�i(t) = p(o1; : : : ; ot; Qt = ij�)p(ot+1; : : : ; oT jQt = i; �) = p(O;Qt = ij�)
so we can define things in terms of�i(t) and�i(t) asi(t) = �i(t)�i(t)PNj=1 �j(t)�j(t)

We also define �ij(t) = p(Qt = i;Qt+1 = jjO;�)
which is the probability of being in statei at timet and being in statej at timet+ 1. This can also
be expanded as:�ij(t) = p(Qt = i;Qt+1 = j;Oj�)p(Oj�) = �i(t)aijbj(ot+1)�j(t+ 1)PNi=1PNj=1 �i(t)aijbj(ot+1)�j(t+ 1)
or as:�ij(t) = p(Qt = ijO)p(ot+1 : : : oT ; Qt+1 = jjQt = i; �)p(ot+1 : : : oT jQt = i; �) = i(t)aijbj(ot+1)�j(t+ 1)�i(t)

If we sum these quantities across time, we can get some useful values. I.e., the expressionTXt=1 i(t)
is the expected number of times in statei and therefore is the expected number of transitions away
from statei for O. Similarly, T�1Xt=1 �ij(t)
is the expected number of transitions from statei to statej for O. These follow from the fact thatXt i(t) =Xt E[It(i)] = E[Xt It(i)]
and Xt �ij(t) ==Xt E[It(i; j)] = E[Xt It(i; j)]
whereIt(i) is an indicator random variable that is1 when we are in statei at timet, andIt(i; j) is
a random variable that is1 when we move from statei to statej after timet.
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Jumping the gun a bit, our goal in forming an EM algorithm to estimate new parameters for the
HMM by using the old parameters and the data. Intuitively, we can do this simply using relative
frequencies. I.e., we can define update rules as follows:

The quantity ~�i = i(1) (8)

is the expected relative frequency spent in statei at time 1.
The quantity ~aij = PT�1t=1 �ij(t)PT�1t=1 i(t) (9)

is the expected number of transitions from statei to statej relative to the expected total number of
transitions away from statei.

And, for discrete distributions, the quantity~bi(k) = PTt=1 �ot;vki(t)PTt=1 i(t) (10)

is the expected number of times the output observations have been equal tovk while in statei
relative to the expected total number of times in statei.

For Gaussian mixtures, we define the probability that the`th component of theith mixture
generated observationot as

i`(t) = i(t)ci`bi`(ot)bi(ot) = p(Qt = i;Xit = `jO;�)
whereXit is a random variable indicating the mixture component at time t for statei.

From the previous section on Gaussian Mixtures, we might guess that the update equations for
this case are: ci` = PTt=1 i`(t)PTt=1 i(t)�i` = PTt=1 i`(t)otPTt=1 i`(t)�i` = PTt=1 i`(t)(ot � �i`)(ot � �i`)TPTt=1 i`(t)

When there areE observation sequences theeth being of lengthTe, the update equations be-
come: �i = PEe=1 ei (1)Eci` = PEe=1PTet=1 ei`(t)PEe=1PTet=1 ei (t)�i` = PEe=1PTet=1 ei`(t)oetPEe=1PTet=1 ei`(t)
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�i` = PEe=1PTet=1 ei`(t)(oet � �i`)(oet � �i`)TPEe=1PTet=1 ei`(t)
and aij = PEe=1PTet=1 �eij(t)PEe=1PTet=1 ei (t)

These relatively intuitive equations are in fact the EM algorithm (or Balm-Welch) for HMM
parameter estimation. We derive these using the more typical EMnotation in the next section.

4.2 Estimation formula using theQ function.

We considerO = (o1; : : : ; oT ) to be the observed data and the underlying state sequenceq =(q1; : : : ; qT ) to be hidden or unobserved. The incomplete-data likelihood function is given byP (Oj�) whereas the complete-data likelihood function isP (O; qj�). TheQ function therefore
is: Q(�; �0) = Xq2Q logP (O; qj�)P (O; qj�0)
where�0 are our initial (or guessed, previous, etc.)2 estimates of the parameters and whereQ is the
space of all state sequences of lengthT .

Given a particular state sequenceq, representingP (O; qj�0) is quite easy.3 I.e.,

P (O; qj�) = �q0 TYt=1 aqt�1qtbqt(ot)
TheQ function then becomes:

Q(�; �0) = Xq2Q log �q0P (O; qj�0)+Xq2Q TXt=1 log aqt�1qt! p(O; qj�0)+Xq2Q
0@ TXt+1 log bqt(ot)

1AP (O; qj�0)
(11)

Since the parameters we wish to optimize are now independently split into the three terms in the
sum, we can optimize each term individually.

The first term in Equation 11 becomesXq2Q log �q0P (O; qj�0) = NXi=1 log �ip(O; q0 = ij�0)
since by selecting allq 2 Q, we are simply repeatedly selecting the values ofq0, so the right hand
side is just the marginal expression for timet = 0. Adding the Lagrange multiplier, using the
constraint that

Pi �i = 1, and setting the derivative equal to zero, we get:@@�i  NXi=1 log �ip(O; q0 = ij�0) + ( NXi=1 �i � 1)! = 02For the remainder of the discussion anyprimed parameters are assumed to be the initial, guessed, or previous param-
eters whereas the unprimed parameters are being optimized.3Note here that we assume the initial distribution starts att = 0 instead oft = 1 for notational convenience. The
basic results are the same however.
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Taking the derivative, summing overi to get, and solving for�i, we get:�i = P (O; q0 = ij�0)P (Oj�0)
The second term in Equation 11 becomes:Xq2Q TXt=1 log aqt�1qt! p(O; qj�0) = NXi=1 NXj=1 TXt=1 log aijP (O; qt�1 = i; qt = jj�0)

because for this term, we are, for each timet looking over all transitions fromi to j and weighting
that by the corresponding probability – the right hand side is just sum of the joint-marginal for timet� 1 andt. In a similar way, we can use a Lagrange multiplier with the constraint

PNj=1 aij = 1 to
get: aij = PTt=1 P (O; qt�1 = i; qt = jj�0)PTt=1 P (O; qt�1 = ij�0)

The third term in Equation 11 becomes:Xq2Q TXt=1 log bqt(ot)!P (O; qj�0) = NXi=1 TXt=1 log bi(ot)p(O; qt = ij�0)
because for this term, we are, for each timet, looking at the emissions for all states and weighting
each possible emission by the corresponding probability – the right hand side is just the sum of the
marginal for timet.

For discrete distributions, we can, again, use use a Lagrange multiplier but this time with the
constraint

PLj=1 bi(j) = 1. Only the observations that are equal tovk contribute to thekth proba-
bility value, so we get: bi(k) = PTt=1 P (O; qt = ij�0)�ot;vkPTt=1 P (O; qt = ij�0)

For Gaussian Mixtures, the form of theQ function is slightly different, i.e., the hidden vari-
ables must include not only the hidden state sequence, but also a variable indicating the mixture
component for each state at each time. Therefore, we can writeQ as:Q(�; �0) = Xq2Q Xm2M logP (O; q;mj�)P (O; q;mj�0)
wherem is the vectorm = fmq11;mq22; : : : ;mqTT g that indicates the mixture component for each
state at each time. If we expand this as in Equation 11, the first and second terms are unchanged
because the parameters are independent ofm which is thus marginalized away by the sum. The
third term in Equation 11 becomes:Xq2Q Xm2M TXt=1 log bqt(ot;mqtt)!P (O; q;mj�0) = NXi=1 MX̀=1 TXt=1 log(ci`bi`(ot))p(O; qt = i;mqtt = `j�0)
This equation is almost identical to Equation 5, except for anaddition sum component over the
hidden state variables. We can optimize this in an exactly analogous way as we did in Section 3,
and we get: cil = PTt=1 P (qt = i;mqtt = `jO;�0)PTt=1PM̀=1 P (qt = i;mqtt = `jO;�0) ;
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�il = PTt=1 otP (qt = i;mqtt = `jO;�0)PTt=1 P (qt = i;mqtt = `jO;�0) ;
and �il = PTt=1(ot � �i`)(ot � �i`)TP (qt = i;mqtt = `jO;�0)PTt=1 P (qt = i;mqtt = `jO;�0) :
As can be seen, these are the same set of update equations as given in the previous section.

The update equations for HMMs with multiple observation sequences can similarly be derived
and are addressed in [RJ93].
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